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An Overview of Glide Testing
U. V. Nayak, C. K. Lee, T. C. O’Sullivan, J. Hernandez-Fernandez, and D. Gonzalez

Abstract—Low flying air-bearings, “sliders,” with contact sen-
sors are used to “glide” test magnetic recording disks to be free
of asperities above a predetermined height. A technical overview
of the considerations necessary for accurate glide testing is illus-
trated by the example of an experimental flat plate PZT sensor,
with electrodes divided into quadrants, to detect asperity contact.
The flat plate PZT sensor detects the slider dynamic pitch, roll, and
vertical vibrations of the air bearing by contact with asperities of
sufficient mechanical stiffness. The sensor also detects contact by
the extremely sensitive response of the resonant vibrations of the
PZT/slider structure. Different linear combinations of the signal
from the quadrants show mode selection based on mode symmetry.
The signal response for increasing asperity interference is charac-
terized for specific modes and a mode can be chosen by the ap-
propriate linear combination of the signals from the quadrants.
Calibration of the glide slider trailing edge flying height and roll
using contact with artificial bumps of different heights is neces-
sary for accurate glide testing. One can map the entire disk surface
using the contact signal from both the air-bearing response and the
bending mode response simultaneously to identify mechanically
“stiff” asperities. Visualization of the mode shapes and character-
ization the PZT/slider structure using a laser heterodyne interfer-
ometer aid in the consistent fabrication of this class of PZT contact
sensors. The considerations of sensor response, characterization of
the contact signal, techniques to allow consistent PZT/slider fabri-
cation, and calibration methods that allow the signal to be related
to the test tolerances represent a technical overview of the require-
ments for any glide sensor technology.

Index Terms—Air-bearing vibration modes, finite-element mod-
eling, laser heterodyne interferometry, PZT glide heads, shaped
PZT electrodes, slider bending modes.

I. GLIDE TESTING

GLIDE TESTING is used to screen out magnetic recording
disks with defects that would make mechanical contact

with flying magnetic recording heads. Mechanical contact be-
tween recording heads and disk defects have been found to cause
data loss due to catastrophic interface failures, accumulation of
wear debris/lubricant that cause the magnetic media to be un-
readable and unexpected corrosion or degradation of the mag-
netic recording head. Glide testing requires consideration of the
flying response to disk topography of the air bearing used in
the magnetic recording file [1]–[4], the contact sensor, signal
response, calibration, signal processing, and data acquisition
to optimize the information we can gain about disk asperities.
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Many topographic tools exist that can detect defects on mag-
netic recording disks. The requirement to be able to detect de-
fects that may be 1 m in diameter over an area of2–5 bil-
lion m and a height of 5 nm within a few seconds has led to
the choice of flying sliders with contact sensors for glide testing.
Flying sliders can detect contact across the entire width of the
lowest flying trailing edge on the glide slider to scan the mag-
netic recording disk surface rapidly for defects.

II. SOME ASPERITYDETECTION METHODS

Some methods to detect asperity contact use the pitch, roll,
and vertical vibrations of the air bearing of the flying slider to
detect disk asperities. The slider-to-disk capacitance [5], [6],
small piezoelectric accelerometers [7], [8], or laser-doppler vi-
brometers [9], [10] are sensitive to sudden slider displacement
when asperities have sufficient stiffness to impart a detectable
motion in the air bearing.

Other sensors respond indirectly to the contact by using the
energy imparted to the mechanical structure. Some examples
are the response of resonant structures such as micromechan-
ical cantilevers [11] and “shelves” [12] attached to the slider
or “acoustic emission” sensors [13], [14], which respond to as-
perity contact energy propagated to the suspension or suspen-
sion holder.

Other methods to detect disk asperities use some physical
property that changes during asperity such as contact tem-
perature or the electrical resistance between slider and disk
[15]–[17]. Heated or thermoelectric temperature sensitive
elements that respond to either the proximity or physical con-
tact with an asperity are used as “thermal” asperity detectors
[18]–[20].

We opted for a piezoelectric sensor that covers the top sur-
face of the slider between the slider and the suspension because,
historically, the glide test has to ensure the mechanical relia-
bility of the interface. The piezoelectric sensor (e.g., PZT) signal
from this flat plate sensor arises mainly from the compression
of the PZT as the sensor accelerates during contact vibrations
and from the in-plane stresses of the resonant bending modes
of the slider/sensor structure excited during contact. This com-
bination of sensor responses identifies asperities with sufficient
stiffness to move the slider at the air-bearing resonant modes
and asperities that only excite the slider bending modes. The
extremely sensitive signal, shown with less than 0.3 nm of in-
terference (Fig. 1), from the bending modes is obtained if the
sensor spans a sufficient area of the vibrating structure. The flat
plate sensor will be used to illustrate considerations important,
in general, for the use of glide sensors. The data for 100% (4.0
mm 3.2 mm 0.85 mm) and 62% (2.5 mm 1.7 mm 0.43
mm) PZT/glide sliders is shown.
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Fig. 1. The envelope of the contact signal with an artificial asperity, 30 nm tall
and�20�m in diameter at 8.6 m/s and 8.7 m/s corresponding to a flying height
change of 0.3 nm, is shown for the “appropriate” bending modes.

III. T HE EXPERIMENTAL QUADRANT PZT SENSOR

To understand the signal from the bending modes we consider
the electric displacement of the piezoelectric material, which
can be written as [21], [22]

(1)

where denotes the permittivity of the piezoelectric material,
and are the stresses along theand axes, respectively,
is the in-plane shear stress,is the piezoelectric strain/charge
constant, and the subscripts 13 represent , , , and 6 repre-
sents due to the IEEE compact matrix notation. From Gauss’
law, the charge enclosed by the surface is

(2)

For the piezoelectric material used, PZT-5A, we have

(3)

So, (2) can be further reduced to

(4)

where is an invariant trace of the stress field of a
structure for in-plane coordinate transformations. For a flat
plate sensor 0.2 mm thick on a 100% slider the signal from the
in-plane stress is one order of magnitude larger than the signal
from the acceleration of the sensor due to the bending modes.

An experimental PZT sensor was attached to the top surface
of the slider with electrodes divided into quadrants (Fig. 2).

Choosing various linear combinations of the signal from the
four quadrants allows for mode selection based on their sym-
metry. The finite element modeling results (Figs. 3, 5, 7, and
9) and the corresponding contact signal (Figs. 4, 6, 8, and 10)
obtained by taking different linear combinations of the signals
from the quadrants show both mode selection and the observed
mode frequencies agree well with the modeling results.

The maximum amplitude of the contact signal was measured
for increasing asperity interference by reducing the velocity.
Knowing the flying height of the glide slider at different ve-
locities, we can detect the initial “contact height” by bounding

Fig. 2. The flat plate piezoelectric sensor and the sensor surface are shown
with the electrodes defined. TE and LE refer to the trailing and leading edges
and H and R refer to the hub and rim rail sides.

Fig. 3. The relative out-of-plane displacement (left) and the in-plane stress
components (right) are shown for the first twist mode of the quadrant PZT on
a 100% slider (4.0 mm� 3.2 mm� 0.85 mm) with a 0.2-mm thick PZT5A
sensor.

Fig. 4. The contact signal and its power spectrum are for the difference of the
diagonal quadrants, (LER+ TEH) � (LEH + TER), of the PZT sensor and
show the first twist mode.

the “contact velocity” with the asperity to within a narrow ve-
locity range (Fig. 1). The “interference” is the difference be-
tween the flying height and the initial contact height. The re-
sponse to increasing interference can be quite different for the
different modes.

To utilize the very sensitive signal from the bending modes,
we choose the signal using electrode symmetry of the fifth
mode filtered between 1 and 1.5 MHz (fifth mode for the 62%
slider) because the response with increasing interference is
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Fig. 5. The relative out-of-plane displacement and the in-plane stress
components are shown for the second and third modes, bending along the
length and width, respectively, for the quadrant PZT on a 100% slider (4.0 mm
� 3.2 mm� 0.85 mm).

Fig. 6. The contact signal and its power spectrum are for the sum of all the
quadrants, LER+ LEH+ TER+ TEH, of the PZT sensor and show the second
and third bending modes.

Fig. 7. The relative out of plane displacement and the in-plane stress
components are shown for the fourth mode, second twist along the length, of
the quadrant PZT on a 100% slider (4.0 mm� 3.2 mm� 0.85 mm).

more simple (see Fig. 11). The lowest twist mode, selected by
taking the signal from the difference of the electrodes along the
two diagonals, was found to have a very poor signal-to-noise
ratio because it had low damping. The signal from the second
and third modes, bending modes along the length and width
selected by taking the sum of the signal from all the quadrants,
was found to exhibit significant drops in the amplitude even

Fig. 8. The contact signal and its power spectrum are for the difference of the
rim and hub rail quadrants (LER+ TER)� (LEH+ TEH) and show the second
twist mode along the length.

Fig. 9. The relative out-of-plane displacement and the in-plane stress
components are shown for the fifth mode, the second twist along the width, for
the quadrant PZT on a 100% slider (4.0 mm� 3.2 mm� 0.85 mm).

Fig. 10. The contact signal and its power spectrum are for the difference of the
leading and trailing edge quadrants (LER+ LEH) � (TER+ TEH) and show
the second twist mode along the width.

as interference increased (Fig. 11). The fourth mode was not
selected because we wished the sensor symmetry to be similar
for both side rail and center rail designs of the air bearing used
for the glide slider. The contact signal along the center line of
the length may result in a very weak contact response for center
rail designs for the fourth mode.

The signal, taken simultaneously, from the air-bearing
response of the slider to contact with the same asperity is
band-pass filtered (20–200 kHz) to include the air-bearing
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Fig. 11. The maximum amplitude of the contact signal with increasing asperity
interference, by reducing disk speed for a 62% slider with a center rail design,
was used to choose signal response desirable for glide testing. The artificial
asperity used is 90 nm tall and�20�m in diameter. The plot shows the signal
from two different linear combinations of the signal from the electrodes of the
sensor sensitive to different slider/sensor bending modes. A similar effect is seen
for the 100% slider with the quadrant electrode.

Fig. 12. The maximum amplitude (20–200 kHz) of the contact signal from the
air-bearing modes with increasing asperity interference for a 62% slider used to
choose signal response desirable for glide testing.

modes of the glide slider shown in Fig. 12. The amplitude
response for increasing interference shows that by choosing
the difference of the signal from the leading edge and trailing
edge electrodes, we can use simple amplitude threshold contact
detection for glide testing for both the air-bearing modes and
the bending modes. This linear combination is more immune
to pickup of extraneous signals.

IV. BUMP CONTACT CALIBRATION

Because of the high sensitivity of the slider bending modes to
contact (Fig. 1), we can doin situcalibration of the glide slider.
We can detect the velocity of contact with artificial bumps with
different heights made on a special calibration disk by the slider
trailing edge (TE) for flying height, the TE roll, TE camber, and

Fig. 13. Contact velocity with bumps of different heights on a calibration disk.

Fig. 14. Contact velocity is converted into flying height for different positions
along the slider trailing edge using the data from Fig. 13. The plot shows the
trailing edge flying height fit to a parabola.

TE roughness by detecting the velocity of contact. The bumps
made for calibration have to be small enough (17 m diam-
eter) so that the slider spacing is not affected significantly by
the increased air-bearing pressure across the bump. The slider
is flown with a few nanometers of interference with a bump of
a calibrated height, scanned radially across the bump to detect
the slider rail edges, positioned at the center of trailing edge
(CTE) and then contact velocity with the bump is determined.
Following this procedure for bumps of different heights gives us
the bump height and the corresponding bump contact velocities
(Fig. 13). Moving the slider radially across the bump and de-
termining the contact velocity at various points along the slider
trailing edge gives us a radial contact velocity profile. Using
the velocity to height data from Fig. 13, we get the flying height
“rail profile” across the trailing edge (Fig. 14). Fitting this flying
height “rail profile” data to a parabola we can extract the roll and
the camber of the trailing edge of the slider used for asperity
detection in glide. The residuals from the fit give us the “rough-
ness” of the slider trailing edge (Fig. 15). The use of such anin
situ calibration method significantly improves the accuracy of
glide test because we can couple very high contact sensitivity
with very well-characterized slider trailing edge that makes con-
tact with the asperities.
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Fig. 15. Residuals from the fit to the trailing edge flying height in Fig. 14. This
is the “roughness” of the trailing edge.

Fig. 16. Displacement of the fifth mode across the surface of the slider is
excited by applying an oscillatory potential at the resonant frequency (744 kHz)
to the leading edge quadrants. The motion is characterized by regions of 0 deg
phase (white) and 180 deg phase (black) as seen in the phase histogram.

V. SENSORCHARACTERIZATION TECHNOLOGIES FOR

FABRICATION

The accuracy of the glide test also depends on the quality of
the glide sensor and the consistency of fabrication methods. We
can measure the properties of the PZT/slider structure using the
PZT sensor as an actuator. By applying a signal at the resonant
frequency of individual modes to appropriate electrodes of the
quadrant PZT sensor we can make the structure vibrate at its
resonant modes. We can visualize the mode shape and the ef-
ficiency of excitation of that mode using laser heterodyne in-
terferometery [23]–[25]. For example, the mode shape of the
fifth mode (Fig. 9) of the 100% slider with the quadrant PZT is
excited by applying a signal from an oscillator to the leading
edge electrodes at the resonant frequency (744 kHz) for that
PZT/slider. We can discriminate the phase of the displacement
by triggering the capture of the I (0 deg) and Q (90 deg) phases
from the heterodyne interferometer synchronously with the os-
cillator signal. Decoding the signal gives us the relative phase
and amplitude of the motion of PZT/slider structure measured at
different spots on the “air-bearing” side of the slider at 100-m
intervals to construct the mode shape (Fig. 16).

The quadrant PZT/slider can also be excited by a tone burst
at the resonant frequency of a mode applied to the leading edge
quadrants (Fig. 17). A sufficiently long tone burst causes the

Fig. 17. Displacement at an antinode of the fifth mode is excited by applying
a tone burst at the resonant frequency (744 kHz). The exponential damping of
the fifth mode is seen as the displacement amplitude diminishes after the tone
burst is turned off. The spectrum shows the amplitude of other modes that are
excited (i.e., mode mixing).

Fig. 18. The asperity map of a 65-mm diameter disk surface at a flying height
of 8 nm using the signal from the slider bending modes and the signal from the
slider air-bearing modes using a 62% slider. The boxes highlight contacts seen
in both modes and the circles show asperities seen only in the signal from the
bending modes.

displacement to reach a steady amplitude and the displacement
decays exponentially after the burst is turned off. After “enve-
lope” detection of the amplitude of the displacement signal an-
alytically, the data of the exponentially decaying amplitude is
fit to get the damping time constant. The amplitude, damping,
and the absence of mode mixing are qualitative measures of the
quality of the fabrication of the PZT glide sensor.

VI. USE OFPZT MODAL SENSORS FORDISK ASPERITY

CHARACTERIZATION (DISK MAPPING)

With all the conditions of sensitivity, choice of modes with
appropriate sensor response, calibration of slider TE flying
height state, and consistent sensor response we are now ready
to measure the asperity distribution on the disk. The asperity
mapping (Fig. 18) is performed using dual contact detection
channels that simultaneously measure the signal from the
dynamic response of the air bearing to contact (stiff asperities)
and asperities that are too small to “move” the slider. The
measurements are performed at constant flying height (i.e.,
constant velocity) as the slider traverses radially across the disk
surface. We can see the maps help us identify asperities with
great sensitivity as well as the asperities with higher stiffness.
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Performing these maps at different flying heights gives us valu-
able information about the asperity distribution with height,
asperity spatial localization, and asperity characteristics.

VII. SUMMARY

The flat plate piezoelectric glide sensor illustrates issues that
need to be addressed to perform an accurate glide test with any
glide technology. We need the following:

• a glide air-bearing that flies with a response to the disk
similar to product sliders;

• a highly sensitive contact response that is understood the-
oretically for appropriate sensor design;

• to understand signal response to asperities of differing me-
chanical properties;

• a sensor contact response that simplifies signal processing;
• calibration methods to link the sensor response to flying

height and asperity interference heights;
• data acquisition methods that extract and display the in-

formation from the sensor signal during glide test;
• methods to characterize and fabricate these sensors con-

sistently with these characteristics.
The flat plate PZT sensor technology used to illustrate these
requirements is a technology that can be extended to current and
future product slider aspect ratios and air-bearing technologies.
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